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BRAND: JVC
MODEL NUMBER: HAECX20G
COLOR: GREEN
NOISE CONTROL: Sound Isolation
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Wired
FIT TYPE: In-Ear
ITEM DIMENSIONS: 1.26 x 3.15 x 7.36 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 3.00 ounces
SPECIAL FEATURES: Sports & Exercise, Water Resistant
DRIVERS: 42″, (11mm) neodymium drivers
CLIP: 3. 94ft (1. 2M) cord with clip
PLUG: 3. 5 mm audio jack
COMPATIBILITY: iPhone/iPad/Android

Introduction

Splash/sweat proof (IPX2), secure fitting and comfortable ear clip design with soft rubber ear hook cushion,
exceptional sound isolation, and strong all describe this colorful sport ear clip style headphone in GREEN.
Neodymium drivers, 42″, (11mm), 3.94ft (1. 2M) cable, gold Plated 3. 5 mm plug, S/M/L replacement earpieces
provided, compatible with iPhone, iPad, and Android devices.

HOW TO CHECK HEADPHONE BATTERY

First, attach a Bluetooth device to your Android phone and pair it. 2. Launch the Settings application and select
“Connect Devices.” Step 3: Tap on “Bluetooth” rather than the switch next to it to view a complete list of all connected
devices and their battery levels.

HOW TO CONNECT TO IPHONE

Utilizing the JVC car stereo’s auto-connecting capability makes this simple to perform.

STEP 1: Connect your iPhone to the receiver’s USB port.
STEP 2: Double-check the passcodes on your phone and the receiver, then use the volume knob to select
PAIR. Your iPhone and JVC car audio are now connected via Bluetooth.

HOW TO CONNECT TO TV

Simply connect your wired headphones to the 3.5mm headphone jack on your TV. You can utilize your headphones
if your TV has RCA stereo outputs instead of a 3.5mm port by purchasing an RCA-to-3.5mm adaptor. The obvious
issue with this is that an extremely long wire is required in order to listen comfortably away from your TV.

HOW TO CONNECT TO COMPUTER

Locate an open USB port on your computer if your headset has a USB connector. Connect the USB connector for
the headset to the USB port. Your computer should detect and set up the headset for use, and when it’s prepared, it
might show a notice message in the lower-right corner.

HOW TO FIX HEADPHONES

To reveal the copper, sand the wires. Sand the thin enamel coating off of each wire, including the ground wire,
before soldering.
Connect by twisting and soldering.
Electrical tape should be used to properly wrap each wire.
Over the headphone cord, position and heat the heat-shrink tubing.

Frequently Asked Questions



My wired headphones won’t connect, why?

As dirt might obstruct the connection between the headphones and the port, this may be the problem. When a
headphone jack stops working, the first thing you should check is the jack itself to determine how dirty it is.

What do the four headphones’ wires do?

Three or four wires—a red wire, a green/blue wire, and a bare/copper wire—typically run via audio cables and
headphones. There are probably two copper or bare ones if there are four. The bare wire serves as the ground, the
green or blue one as the left channel, and the red wire as the right channel.

What occurs if wired headphones malfunction?

Check your wired headphones for physical damage. You might not be able to hear sounds from your headphones if
the audio jack is damaged or broken, the wire is exposed, or both. Verify the condition of your audio jack. Check to
see if your cable is broken.

What purpose does a 3.5 mm audio jack serve?

a little round connector that can take the pin-shaped plug from a typical set of headphones for listening to music. For
phone headsets, older phones used a smaller 2.5mm jack. The number of distinct connector rings on the plug or jack
determines whether either size can accommodate stereo sound and/or a microphone.

What do the colors on headphones wires mean?

The headphone jack terminals often utilize the color codes blue, red, and green. But many manufacturers employ
various color schemes. The ground signal is shown here in green; the right and left audio signals are shown here in
red and blue, respectively.

How are headphone wires recognized?

The ones that appear to be “natural” copper are ground. Red is typically correct. Left is typically either blue or green.
The right pin is right and the middle pin is ground if you have the middle pin at the bottom and the plug pointing away
from you.

Headphone jacks are they commonplace?

Auxiliary connectors and headphone jacks frequently have the same 3.5mm (1/8′′) TRS architecture. But whereas the
“headphone jack” is, as its name suggests, appropriate for headphones, the “auxiliary connector” is universal for
audio. Additionally, there are several sizes and wiring patterns for headphone jacks.

Are wired headphones preferable to wireless ones?

Analog signals are used by wired headphones to deliver excellent sound quality. Compared to digital signals like
Bluetooth, this can accommodate more data. As a result, less processing will be required for your audio to reach you.
So, they can deliver the audio without any compression and in its original resolution.

3.5 mm jack: How can I know if I have one?

The size of the two connections is the most obvious distinction between them. Although the 3.5 mm connector is
roughly 50% larger than the 2.5 mm jack, they are otherwise comparable. Additionally, you’ll see that the smaller 2.5
mm connection occasionally contains an extra ring.

Which audio jack need to I plug my headphones into?

The common audio-out plug-in that is found on speakers and headphones is called a “3.5 mm audio out.” 3.5 mm
connectors, which are often green in color, plug into headphone ports. Most 3.5 mm audio-out ports also
accommodate audio-in (e.g., microphones).
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